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Objectives:  The overall objective of this initiative is to support the GoH’s efforts to 
regularise forest land tenure in the country by examining different arrangements of 
forest ownership and access/control rights and their implications for responsible use 
and equity. 
 
The underlying intention is to avoid theoretical constructs, and instead focus on 
practical assistance to support forest tenure regularization in the field. The work will 
be based on a step-by-step approach. This approach is empowering because it 
allows field practitioners and researchers to concentrate on one set of problems at 
the time. In this way, the opportunities and challenges presented by the 
regularization process can be brought gradually and manageably into focus. 
However, since no one aspect can be dealt in isolation for long, the process will 
necessarily be also iterative, with revision of earlier outputs depending on outcomes 
in later phases of the work.    
 
Based on initial discussions with different stakeholders, we are proposing to start with 
a preparatory Phase 1 (6-8 months) that will focus on five ‘first generation’ questions 
or steps. Stakeholders have also suggested focusing the work on one or two priority 
areas for the ongoing forest tenure regularization effort, one option being the UEP of 
Agua Fría in the Department of Yoro. The research will combine meso-level analysis 
at the level of entire areas with more detailed micro-level analysis at the level of 
individual communities or forest areas and relevant stakeholders. 
 
Results:  
 
Policy Relevance:  
 
Outputs: 
 Identification of different land use categories, and criteria for prioritizing them at 

the field, taking into account local livelihood systems.  
 A simulation of the potential, future land tenure and access rights regime based 

on the application of the existing legal and policy framework for the regularization 
of rights.  

 Stakeholder analysis and criteria for determining appropriate titling regimes; with 
safeguards for the poor dependent on weak derived rights. 

 A review of forest management systems and criteria for their determination, 
reconciling alternative tenurial regimes with forest potential. This includes 
recommendations tailored for Honduras on types of appropriate institutional 
arrangements, incentives and local mechanisms that will be necessary to improve 
the chances for sustainable forest utilization and equity under the new tenure 
schemes.  


